
 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

Followers support the bully 

Victims can have physical problems like headaches 

Victims can also feel depressed and alone 

Some state laws say that all schools must teach anti-bullying 

Many people think that bystanders are important to bullying 

Most bullies are never reported 

victim VIK | tim 

physical FIZ | ih | kul  

trouble TRUH | buhl 

depressed dih | PREST 

Decoding practice:

There are five compound words in the passage. Can you find them and write 
them down? The first chunk of each compound word is given:

some__________ any____________ 

head____________ every____________ 

by_____________ 
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Day Two 

Just Joking . . . Not! 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

Name:



Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion

Day Two                  // one minute 

Just Joking . . . Not! 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

If you had a friend who was being bullied, what could you do?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Share your ideas with your partner. Do you have the same ideas or some 

different ones? 

___________________________________________________________________

It was only a joke! This is often what bullies say. But bullies know they are really
being hurtful. People who bully often have followers. Followers support the bully
by laughing. They may even say and do mean things themselves. But bullying is never a 
joke. It means that the bully is using power to hurt someone else. The victim will 61
often say it’s okay. They may want friends at any cost. But victims of bullying are at 78
risk for all kinds of problems. Victims can have physical problems like headaches. 91
They may have trouble eating and sleeping. Victims can also feel depressed and 104
alone. 105

Some state laws say that all schools must teach anti-bullying. Schools must also 119
have plans for what to do when bullying takes place. Many people think that 133
bystanders are important to bullying. Bystanders? Who are they? They are students 145
who watch and often do nothing. Schools are teaching bystanders to stand up to a 160
bully. Instead of supporting the bully, they can support the victim. 171

A lot of kids say they will never tell adults because it won’t change anything. Most 187
bullies are never reported. Students often think that teachers and parents will not 200
protect them. But one parent said, “Kids should try telling adults what is going on. 215
Most parents and teachers care about this. We can’t help out if we don’t know the 231
full story.” 233

We must take the power back from the bullies! A real joke makes everyone laugh! 248
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